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Pride Guide 92
Heterosexual Questionaire
Pride Guide 90
Les Talk, 12/94
TWISL, 8/26/93; 12/14/94; 11/4/93
Les Talk 11/93
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Pride Guide 94
Les Talk, 10/94
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Les Talk, 8/94
Les Talk, 9/94
TWISL, 9/21/94
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Les Talk, 7/92
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Lesbian/Gay History Month Flyer
Mel WHite Brochure, 7/94
The SLBG News, 6/94
Sounds of the Heart folder, 3/23/90
Possible Venues
Double Helix KDHX
Balzewska, Mimi
Cusick, Timothy
Ticket Seller Contracts
Michael Ford - Phoenix
Ticket Dist. and Pick Up
Left Bank Books Ticket Outlets
The Talent Network
General Correspondence
Incorporation Papers
Minutes
Christopher Jackson Productions
Joan Lipkin Communications
Sara Cytron
Bracco, Joe
Challenge Metro
Mother SOurce
Lynn Lawyer Clips, 1989
Wired Women Dance Publications
Phoenix Productions
Pride Guide
Gale Toko
Romanovsky & Phillips Clips, 1989
Cracker Barrel
Holly Near Contract
"Coming Out of Hiding" Correspondence
Names project
Mike Ford
Pres.
P Flag
Pride Guide 1993
TWISL, 6/3/93
Show Me Spring Concert
Show Me
Pride Guide 91
TWISL, 8/26/93; 7/1/93
Show Me Guide
St. Louis Business Guild mailings, 1994

Video: To Support and Defend, The Role of Homosexuals in the Army
Button: Proud Out United, 10/1-2/94